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Error Output:

The most common reason for seeing this error is when you are on a screen of a DMS appliance (DMM or
Show and Share (SNS) )  adding or updating configuration to a screen.  You then leave or are idle 
for an extended period of time.  In the background, your session has expired but you continue to add
or updated information on the screen.  You then hit Save or Submit and then this error is displayed.

In this common scenario you should try the following:

✓ Logout of the DMS appliance (DMM or SnS)
✓ Close the web browser
✓ Restart web browser
✓ Login to the DMS appliance (DMM or SnS)
✓ Repeat task that you were trying to perform
✓ If problem persists, collect the DMS appliance(s) version and model & version of

            web browser experiencing issues.
✓ Try a different web browser (Internet Explorer, Firefox, or Safari (for SnS))
✓ Gather SPECIFIC details and steps to recreate the issue.

In some scenarios, additional troubleshooting steps are needed.  After performing the tasks listed
above.  There are some other things to try for advanced troubleshooting.  The following scenario 
is a sample issue that you may see.  After upgrading from DMS 5.1 to DMS 5.2.x, the user may 
see issues like: 

⁃ I can not access the web admin GUI of the DMM or SnS
⁃ Users can not not access SnS
⁃ Users can not upload videos to SnS
⁃ Users can not add live events to SnS



In these scenarios you can try the following:

✓ Verify the Date & Times on the DMS appliances (DMM & SnS) are in SYNCH

✓ Verify the Network Settings especially the "HOSTNAME".  Make sure the HOSTNAME is correct on DMS
            appliances (DMM & SnS).



✓ Check & Verify the DMS appliances are successfully PAIRED

✓ Check & Verify the DMS appliance's  CERTIFICATE(s) matched the DMS appliance's HOSTNAME(s) and 
            Newtork information.

If you have looked at and\or performed all of the tasks listed above and the problem still exists
you can try the following:

✓ Update the HOSTNAME on the DMS appliance(s) (DMM & SnS)  Note: make sure the FQDN
            is a "real" FQDN and can be resolved in DNS. You can simply RE-TYPE SAME FQDN if it has
            not changed.

✓ Manage your SIGNED_CERTS by REGENERATING Self Signed CERTS or by IMPORTING a
            new or corrected VENDOR Provide CERTS on the DMS appliance(s).  View the CERTS to 
            verify the changes are added to DMS appliances.

✓ Re-PAIR the DMS Appliances.  Note: PAIR the SnS to the DMM first.  After the pairing has 
            successfully completed.  PAIR the DMM to the SnS.  Verify and Check the PAIRING on BOTH
            DMS appliances are Ok. 

✓ Repeat Task that created the Error to see if the Task is completed successfully.

✓ If the problem continues, Gather the Syslog reports from both DMS appliances (DMS & SnS) 
            Note:  the LOG_LEVEL should be set to "Debug"


